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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a voltage sensor for measuring voltage and is particularly suitable for meas-
uring high voltages such as on high-voltage power transmission lines.

Background to the invention

[0002] The list of known high-voltage voltage sensors includes inductive transformers, capacitive dividers or capac-
itive voltage transformers, and transducers using bulk-optic electric field sensors. The first two sensors suffer from
bandwidth restrictions, expensive failure, extensive maintenance, heavy weight, and output variations. They also suffer
from the need for substantial insulation that is both expensive and potentially hazardous to the environment (e.g. oil
and/or SF6 gas).
[0003] Pockels cells are known devices that have been used for measuring voltage particularly high voltage, for
example see US patent 5477134 issued to H. Hamada and US patent 5731579 issued to G.K. Woods. A preferred
form of Pockels cell for use in the present invention is an integrated optics Pockels cell such as that described in US
patent 5,029,273 issued July 2, 1991 to Jaeger.
[0004] US patent 5,917,316 "Measuring device for a metal-enclosed, gas-insulated high-voltage installation," issued
June 29, 1999, to A Bosco, T. Hertig, and A Kaczkowski, describes a high-voltage voltage sensor that uses a metallic
enclosure providing shielding of a voltage detector located inside the enclosure against external voltage sources in
order to obtain high measurement accuracy. The enclosure contains a high-voltage conductor and is filled with pres-
surized SF6 gas in order to sustain high-electric field stresses.
[0005] An earlier application, namely US patent Application no 09/204,507 filed December 4, 1998 by Jaeger et al.,
discloses a voltage sensor similar to the present invention, but one wherein the Admittance Shielding (AS) is based
primarily on dielectric shielding. This shielding while effective requires the use of materials with high permittivities which
are not always easy to obtain and generally are expensive and relatively heavy.
[0006] Other systems using essentially similar voltage transducers (VTs) to those used with the present invention i.
e. those that use at least one electric field sensor (EFS) to give a measurement of voltage, use admittance shielding
(AS) as described in detail herein below to improve the effectiveness of the system. These known admittance shielding
systems are conceived by manipulating metallic conductor (electrode) geometries (or as above indicated selecting
materials with relatively large permittivities (as taught in the said Jaeger et al. application)) to attain a good level of
admittance shielding.
[0007] For example one method of obtaining AS is to in effect decrease the distance between the two conductors
between which voltage is to be measured. Another is to surround one conductor with the other conductor as much as
possible. Both of these methods have the effect of increasing the admittance between the two conductors where the
EFSs are located. Use of these methods results in the existence of high electric field stresses that must be supported
with special insulation such as SF6 gas. Examples of this can be found in US Patent 3,938,039 "Voltage measuring
device for encapsulated high-voltage installations," issued February 10, 1976, to W. Hermstein, G. Rosenberger, and
W. Muller; US Patent 5,272,460 "Current and voltage transformer for a metal-encapsulated, gas-insulated high-voltage
installation," issued December 21, 1993, to R. Baumgartner, K. Y. Haffner, H. Hageli, and A. Kaczkowski; US Patent
5,892,357 "Electro-optic voltage sensor for sensing voltage in an E-field," issued April 6, 1999, to G. K. Woods and T.
W. Renak; and Japan Patent 05273256 " Insulator built-in type photo voltage sensor," issued October 22, 1993, to O.
Tetsuo.
[0008] The use of resistive materials in high-voltage applications is known (e.g. in a resistive divider used for dividing
voltage, or at cable terminations for grading the field at the end of high voltage cables) but not for use in shielding (of
EFSs) in order to measure voltage. Document WO 94/25973 A discloses a graded shield voltage sensor wherein the
graded shield comprises a plurality of resistors arranged as a voltage-divider.

Brief description of the present invention

[0009] The present invention reduces significantly the deficiencies inherent to the existing high-voltage sensor tech-
nology.
[0010] The simple structure of the invention substantially removes the need for usually expensive and/or environ-
mentally unfriendly insulation; may be made lighter, allowing for less expensive transportation, installation, and main-
tenance; and is compatible with existing standoff structures, allowing for easy construction.
[0011] When used with compact electric field sensor technology, such as the integrated optics Pockels cell, the
invention offers wide bandwidth and easy interfacing with emerging digital technology.
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[0012] The present invention provides an apparatus for measuring voltage according to claim 1 and a corresponding
method according to claim 21.
[0013] In one arrangement, the apparatus for measuring voltage comprises an electrically isolating-section, a pair
of spaced conductors between which voltage difference V is to be determined, one of said conductors being at one
end of said isolating-section and another at an end of said isolating-section remote from said one end, at least one
electric field sensor which senses electric field at at least one location within said isolating-section, a detector for
determining a value Vd for said voltage difference V based on said electric field(s) sensed by said at least one electric
field sensor, said isolating-section formed of a primarily resistive material having a resistance in the range of 25 GΩ
to 50 kΩ so as to provide sufficient shielding of said at least one location from sources of electric field interference of
practical strength external to said apparatus so that said sources of practical strength do not change said sensed
electric field sensed at said at least one location to generate a significant error in said value Vd for said voltage difference
V.
[0014] In another arrangement the apparatus for measuring voltage comprises an electrically isolating-section, a
pair of spaced conductors between which voltage difference V is to be determined, one of said conductors being at
one end of said isolating-section and another at an end of said isolating-section remote from said one end, at least
one electric field sensor which senses electric field at at least one location within said isolating-section, a detector for
determining a value Vd for said voltage difference V based on said electric field sensed by said at least one electric
field sensor, said isolating-section formed of a primarily resistive material having a resistance per unit of length in the
range of 25 GΩ/m to 50 kΩ/m so as to provide sufficient shielding of said at least one location from sources of electric
field disturbance of practical strength external to said apparatus so that said sources of practical strength do not change
said sensed electric field sensed at said at least one location to generate a significant error in said value Vd for said
voltage difference V.
[0015] Preferably said resistance per unit of length is in the range of 1 GΩ/m to 500 kΩ/m.
[0016] Preferably said sufficient shielding reduces the error in said determined voltage Vd to less than 25% of an
error in Vd that would be attained if said isolating-section was not provided.
[0017] Preferably said sufficient shielding reduces the error in said determined voltage Vd to less than 1%.
[0018] Preferably said sufficient shielding reduces the error in said determined voltage Vd to less than 0.3%.
[0019] Preferably said isolating-section is a hollow section in which the electric field sensor is mounted.
[0020] Preferably the material of the isolating-section is polyethylene doped with carbon black.
[0021] Preferably the isolating-section is enclosed in a protective sleeve protecting said isolating-section from the
environment.
[0022] Preferably the electric field sensor is an optical electric field sensor.

Brief description of the drawings

[0023] Further features, objects and advantages will be evident from the following detailed description taken in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings in which
[0024] Figure 1 illustrates the basic structure of the invention.
[0025] Figure 2 illustrates an Electric Field Sensor Voltage Transducer (EFSVT) structure of the present invention
as it may be installed in a high-voltage substation.
[0026] Figure 3 shows a simplified lumped element electrical model of the invention in terms of admittances.
[0027] Figure 4 shows plots of the magnitude of the x-component of the electric field distribution of an example for
the case of the standoff structure with an applied voltage of 100 kV and varying conductances.
[0028] Figure 4A shows plots of the phase of the x-component of the electric field distribution of an example for the
case of the standoff structure with an applied voltage of 100 kV and varying conductances.
[0029] Figure 5 is a view similar to Figure 1 of a modified version of the invention showing the use of a solid rod (as
opposed to a hollow column) to form the isolating-section.

Description of the preferred embodiments

[0030] The present invention is based on Applicant's finding that not only may resistive shielding (RS) be used in
High Voltage measurements to shield sensors from external sources of interference, but it may be made to be practically
as effective at shielding as prior art shielding and to further include improved properties. Resistive shielding (RS) relies
on resistive materials with conductivities that can be much more readily obtainable than the high permittivities of the
materials required for capacitive or dielectric shielding. Resistive materials are abundant and come in many varieties,
the potential exists when practicing the present invention to use very thin malleable materials, possibly even a properly
designed semi-conductive paint covering the properly. shaped and dimensioned housing for the sensor (isolating-
section 2 as will be described below), that offer much better shielding and significantly reduced size and weight than
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dielectric shielding as described in the Jaeger et al. application identified above and that do not rely on metal electrode
manipulation.
[0031] The RS system of the present invention relies on selecting resistive materials to form the isolating-section 2
of the invention. The materials selected will possess relatively small conductivities, i.e. the isolating-section 2 will pos-
sess a resistance per unit of length (measured in the direction between the terminals or electrodes 8 and 10 at the
opposite ends of the section 2, in the illustrated arrangement axially of the tube 2) in Ohms(Ω)/meter(m) in the range
of 25 GΩ/m to 50 kΩ/m, more preferably 1 GΩ/m to 500 kΩ/m. The rule is R = L*ρ/A where R is the resistance, ρ is a
uniform "resistivity", A is the cross-sectional area, and L is the length (equivalently, G = A*σ/L where G is the conduct-
ance, σ is a uniform "conductivity", A is the cross-sectional area, and L is the length. G=1/R and σ=1/ρ). Thus defining
the resistance per unit length of the isolating-section 2, defines the product ρ/A for a voltage transducer with an isolating-
section of a length L. This rule is true if the conductivity is uniform and the vertical electric field component is uniform.
If the conductivity is not uniform and/or the vertical electric field component is not uniform, the relationship among R,
A, ρ, and L is mathematically more complex but with still the same meaning and that is that the resistance R decreases
as the cross-sectional area A increases, increases as the resistivity p increases, and increases as the length L increas-
es. Generally for most HV applications the isolating-section 2 will possess a resistance in the range of 25 GΩ to 50 kΩ.
[0032] The systems of the present invention provide voltage measurements i.e. determine values Vd for the voltage
V being determined so that errors in Vd relative to the actual voltage V due to the influences of external sources are
small, preferably less than 6%, preferably less than 1%, more preferably less than 0.3% and most preferably less than
0.1%.
[0033] The basic elements of the invention 1 as schematically shown in Figure 1 include an inner tube or isolating-
section 2 having a ''top'' electrode 8 and "bottom" electrode 10 one at each of its axial ends. It will be recognized that
the isolating-section 2 need not be positioned with its longitudinal axis vertical. At least one electric field sensor (EFS)
6 (only one is necessary, but more may be used if desired) is mounted at a selected location(s) in the isolating-section
2 (see said Jaeger et al. application referred to above
[0034] The EFS(s) is (are) connected to a detecting unit 12 through optical fiber(s) 11. The EFS measurement(s) is
(are) used to determine the value Vd for the voltage difference V between electrode 8 and electrode 10.
[0035] When more than one EFS is used, the output of each EFS may be separately measured and subsequently
combined with other EFS measurements to determine voltage difference Vd, or all EFSs can be put in series, each
possibly selected to have a different sensitivity, so that the combination of electric field measurements happens phys-
ically by way of light going through the sensors in series to determine said voltage difference, or any combination of
separate and series EFSs described above can be used to determine said voltage difference (see said Jaeger at al.
application referred to above).
[0036] The invention 1 applied to a standoff 21 for measuring line-to-ground voltage is schematically shown in Figure
2. The standoff 21 is formed by the above described basic elements of the invention 1 including the inner tube 2 which
is surrounded by an external protective sleeve (tube) 3 having sheds 4 and flanges 13 at axial ends for interfacing with
conductive (typically metallic) elements such as stand 5, which happens to also support the standoff 21. The external
tube 3 and sheds 4 are provided to protect the invention 1 from the outside environment while providing insulation and
mechanical support between two ends of the invention. In this example, Figure 2, the metallic stand 5 is connected to
ground schematically indicated at 9 and the top electrode 8 to a HV line. A corona ring 7 is suspended near its top
electrode 8 where a high voltage is applied so as to moderate the high electric fields that would otherwise be present
at the top electrode 8 which may cause flashover. At very high voltages, typically, the top electrode 8 would be electrically
connected to a HV line, and the invention 1 would be used to measure the line-to-ground voltage.
[0037] The isolating-section 2 may, if desired, be made integral with the protecting tube 3 rather than as a separate
entity spaced from the tube 3. It is envisioned that a properly selected semi-conductive paint covering a surface of the
tube 3 may be used to define the isolating-section 2.
[0038] Generally, the invention 1 may be positioned between and connected to any two conductors between which
the voltage is to be measured, e.g., the voltage between two phases in a three-phase system.
[0039] In the embodiment shown in Figure 1 the isolating-section 2 has been shown as a hollow, tubular section with
an outside diameter do, an inside diameter di, a thickness d (do - di = 2d) and a length L. Obviously if the tube 2 is solid
(not hollow), as it may be, if desired, di is zero (0). The cross-sectional area A of the isolating-section 2 obviously is a
function of di and do. The area A, the length L, the conductivity σ, the permittivity ε, and the permeability µ of the
isolating-section 2 define the admittance shielding AS and, as discussed below with respect to Figure 4 and 4A, are
in accordance with the present invention coordinated in a specific manner and so that the conductivity of the material
from which the isolating-section 2 is made and the cross-sectional area A of the isolating-section 2 are of selected
values to influence the structure of the electric field to conform with that required for effective operation of the invention 1.
[0040] The choice of L for a given material from which the isolating-section 2 is made depends on many factors. One
important factor is safety. The length L should be sufficiently long to ensure safety. The value L will be chosen so that
the electric field anywhere in and around the isolating-section 2 is not greater than the break-down strength (field) of
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the material(s) present under any reasonable operating condition as provided by governing bodies such as the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), the International
Electro-technical Commission (IEC), and/or other local and international standards. Typically, the minimum length L
of the isolating-section is limited by the maximum acceptable electric field intensity (closer electrodes, higher intensi-
ties), and the maximum length L of the isolating-section is limited by the desired size and weight of the invention, which
is preferably as small as possible.
[0041] The choice of cross-sectional area A (e.g. thickness d) for a given material is also limited by many factors.
Two important practical limitations are size and weight. The cross-sectional area A will be chosen so that size and
weight will be small enough for installation requirements and mechanical stability.
[0042] The isolating-section 2 need not be tubular or uniform. It can have various different shapes, uniform or non-
uniform. For example it can have rectangular cross-section, be hollow or solid, have varying materials (having different
resistivities) in various locations in the isolating-section. The choice of the shape and the material depends very much
on the application and the principles as taught in this patent application can be used to determine suitable designs for
an isolating-section to be used in a particular application. For example, simulations have shown that an axially sym-
metric tube having circumferentially nonuniform shielding (varying resistivities) works and it is believed that asymmetric
axial nonuniformity would work as well; it is believed, what is important are the actual resistance of the isolating-section
and proximity of the shielding to the sensors relative to the proximity of the interference source to the sensors.
[0043] When a voltage V is applied across a conductance G, heat is generated at a rate V2*G. The physical object
having the conductance G (in our case the isolating-section 2) must dissipate this heat. Typically, the heat is dissipated
to the ambient environment through mechanisms such as heat conduction, convection, and radiation which depend
on the physical properties and conditions of the object, e.g., shape, material, and temperature, and of the ambient
environment, e.g., material and temperature. If the heat generated cannot be dissipated, the object will overheat and
eventually be destroyed. In the case of the isolating-section, its shape, cross-sectional area A, length L, and material
properties must be designed in such a way that this overheating does not occur taking into account the environment
in which it is to function, e.g., temperature range.
[0044] Also, the heat generated and then dissipated in the object is related to an amount of power P=V2/R. In the
case of the isolating-section, this power P is taken from the conductors being measured for voltage difference. Naturally,
in order not to waste energy, this amount must be kept sufficiently small for the invention to be acceptable, so the
maximum conductivity must also be sufficiently small. For example, for a transmission line at 130 kV line-to-ground
(approximately 230 kV line-to-line) with a current of 3,000 amperes, the total power transmitted down the line is ap-
proximately Pt = 130,000 x 3,000 watts (W) = 390 MW. For measuring the voltage on this line using the present invention
having an isolating-section with R = 10 MΩ (G = 0.1 µS), the power P dissipated is P = (130,000) 2 / 107 W = 1.69 kW.
So, the fraction of power lost is P/Pt < 0.0005 %.
[0045] Admittance of, say, a solid rod of material is directly related to the conductivity and permittivity of the material
and the cross-sectional area of the rod (related to "do" and "di") and inversely related to the length of the rod (related
to "L"). It is therefore possible to obtain a particular admittance by varying the geometry of the rod, which is what is
equivalently done in certain prior art for which the equivalent rod is made of air and the electrode geometries at the
ends of the rod are varied, e.g. they are brought very close together and the rod is made very short until the admittance
between electrodes is high enough to provide sufficient shielding. Alternatively, as taught in the Jaeger et al. application
referred to above the permittivity can be increased. In fact, both permittivity and conductivity can be increased together
to improve shielding.
[0046] In the present invention an increase in the conductance is used, which permits a trade-off between varying
geometry and varying material conductivity. Thus in the resistance shielding of the present invention the electrodes
need not be brought close together (requiring the use of special insulation) nor does the cross-sectional area of isolating-
section 2 have to be increased (resulting in larger size and weight), but instead the present invention takes advantage
of the flexibility in changing the material properties of the isolating-section 2, specifically, its conductivity.
[0047] When a voltage difference is applied between the top 8 and the bottom 10 of the isolating-section 2, e.g. when
8 is electrically connected to high voltage and 10 is connected to ground, the material from which 2 is constructed
causes a structured electric field distribution in and around 2. As the conductance G of the isolating-section 2 of the
invention 1 is increased, which can be accomplished by using a material having higher conductivity σ, the structures
of the magnitude and phase distributions of the x-component (axial component relative to the longitudinal axis of the
tube 2) of the electric field change, i.e., the magnitude distribution changes to be more uniform as confirmed in the
results plotted in Figure 4 and 4A (compare G = 0 Siemens (S) with G = 10 nS).
[0048] An example of a potentially useful resistive material forming the isolating-section is polyethylene doped with
carbon black. Different conductivities can be attained by varying the doping levels of carbon black. For example, a thin
film (approximately 0.1 mm thick) can be made of polyethylene containing carbon black uniformly distributed there-
through at levels ranging between 40 phr to 50 phr (parts per hundred) and could be positioned along the inside of the
protective sleeve (protective tube) 3 for good resistive shielding in a 230 kV class electric field sensor voltage transducer
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(EFSVT).
[0049] Though the system is operative with conductance G = 0 and would still determine a voltage based on the
EFS measurement(s), the voltage determined could be inaccurate if the electric field distribution is significantly altered,
see said Jaeger et al application, and/or EFS measurement(s) changes (change) in the presence of external sources
of electric field interference (insufficient shielding). The overall accuracy of the system improves if the magnitude of
admittance is greater, i.e., the field distribution is less affected by external influences. Typical external influences include
the presence of other conductors at various potentials and the effects of pollution on and around said external tube 3
and its sheds 4 and other nearby structures, conducting or non-conducting, mobile or stationary. Typically, the effects
of many of these influences are not that severe since other structures are usually located at distances that are large
enough for safety reasons and are determined using various relevant IEEE, ANSI, IEC, and/or other standards or
guidelines for each voltage class.
[0050] The present invention is a significant advancement over prior art in that the overall accuracy of the system is
achieved, i.e., sufficient admittance shielding is accomplished, by increasing the conductivity σ of the material forming
the isolating-section 2 which increases the conductance G of the isolating-section 2. Most importantly, L can be selected
to be large enough to prevent high electric field intensities due to conductors in close proximity and, therefore, eliminate
the need for special insulation resulting in a simpler, safer voltage transducer. For example, for a 230 kV EFSVT the
conductance G of the isolating-section 2 can be 10 nS (1x10-8 S) for an isolating-section 2 which is 2.07 meters long
(measured parallel to the longitudinal axis of the isolating-section 2).
[0051] A finite number of electric field sensors (EFSs) will be positioned in the isolating-section 2, the total number
of EFSs positioned in the isolating-section 2 may, for example, be set as high as 200, but typically will not exceed 9
and normally will be less than 6. The number of EFSs may be chosen as described in the above referred to Jaeger et
al. patent application.
[0052] The preferred forms of EFSs are small optical EFSs such as Integrated Optics Electric Field Sensors (IOEFSs)
more specifically Integrated Optics Pockels Cell (IOPC) EFSs as described in the above referred to Jaeger patent and
small bulk-optics Pockels cells. Other suitable EFSs may be used. For example, Mach-Zehnder type field sensors such
as those with domain inversion in one branch may be used (see for example N.A.F. Jaeger and L. Huang "Push-Pull
Integrated-optics Mach-Zehnder Interferometer with Domain Inversion in One Branch" Optics Letters, vol. 20, no. 3,
pp. 288-290, February 1995, or a sensor as described in US patent 5,267,336 issued November 30, 1993 to Sriram
et al.).
[0053] Other EFS examples can be found in US Patents: 4,929,830 ''Fiber-optic electric field sensor with piezoelectric
body sensor," issued May 29, 1990 to K. Bohnert, M. Kaufmann, and J. Nehring; 5,053,694 ''Device for measuring an
electric field" issued Oct. 1,1991, to K Bohnert and J. Nehring; 5,053,693 "Fibreoptical sensor" issued Oct. 1,1991, to
K Bohnert and W. Buser; 5,475,773 ''Fiber-optic quartz voltage sensor" issued Dec. 12, 1995, to M. Ingold; and
5,731,579 "Electro-optical voltage sensor head" issued March 24, 1998, to G.K. Woods. Another EFS example can
be found in "Application of an Electro Optic Voltage Transducer at 345 kV" presented by S. Weikel and G. Stranovsky
at the EPRI Optical Sensors for Utility T&D Applications Workshop, Portland, Oregon, July 20-21, 1995.
[0054] Also, "materially" as used in the this application, or other words such as "significantly" or "sufficiently," is
defined using appropriate IEEE, ANSI, IEC, and/or other standards or guidelines available for specific applications.
For example, for revenue metering in North America, VTs are typically required to have an error less than ± 0.3%, i.
e., the statement "do not change ... to generate a significant error in said voltage difference determined Vd" means
that ''the voltage difference determined (Vd) is within ±0.3% of the actual voltage difference (V)." Obviously, for other
applications, or other standards, the terms "materially" or "sufficiently" or "significantly" correspond to other numerical
values.
[0055] Another example is a VT that has to meet the class 3P relaying standard according to IEC standard 60044-2
(1997-02); basically, the VT is allowed to have ±3% error in Vd in measuring the voltage magnitude and ±2° phase
angle error in measuring the phase of the power frequency voltage, typically a 60Hz or 50Hz signal, (of course there
are many other requirements in the standard that are out of the scope of this brief example); so, in this case, the
statement "do not change ... to generate a significant error in said voltage difference determined Vd" means "the mag-
nitude of the voltage difference determined (Vd) is within ±3% of the actual magnitude of V and the phase angle of the
voltage difference determined (Vd) is within ±2° of the actual phase angle;" in other words, it means that "the VT meets
all class 3P accuracy requirements according to IEC standard 60044-2 (1997-02)." In general, "material" change or
error refers to a change or error that is not acceptable to the user of the equipment as far as the relevant application
(s) or case(s) or requirement(s) is concerned. In other words, "sufficient accuracy" means "sufficiently small error" so
that the requirements of the user on the accuracy of the device are met. Other terms used in this patent such as
"sufficient screening" are to be interpreted likewise. In the high-voltage or power industry, these accuracy requirements
are often recommended or set by technical authorities such as those mentioned above.
[0056] As above indicated, shielding will be applied so that the isolating-section 2 will reduce the error in Vd to be
preferably less than 25% of the error in Vd that would be obtained if no shielding were provided. In absolute terms the
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shielding will be provided to reduce the error preferably to less than 6%, more preferably to less than 1%, and more
preferably to less than 0.3% as above described.
[0057] The considerations for using this type of transducer will now be described.

Design Concepts for EFSVTs

[0058] The output of an EFS is a measure of the intensity of a particular component of the electric field inside the
EFS; see for example N.A.F. Jaeger and F. Rahmatian, "Integrated Optics Pockels Cell High-Voltage Sensor," IEEE
Trans. on Power Delivery, vol. 10, no. 1, pp. 127-134, Jan. 1995. It is desired to use this sensory ability to measure
the voltage between the top 8 and bottom 10 electrodes of the present invention; for example, line-to-ground voltage
on a power line connected to the top electrode 8 when the stand 5 and bottom electrode 10 are grounded.
[0059] More explicitly, since the electric fields induced by charged electrodes are directly related to the potentials on
the electrodes, it is plausible to use one or more electric field sensors at one or more points in space within the isolating-
section 2 to infer the voltage difference between both ends (see the Jaeger et al. application referred to above).

Admittance Shielding (AS)

[0060] Using the invention with the intention of measuring a voltage between two points on a HV transmission system,
a suitable EFS could be used by being appropriately placed somewhere in a standoff structure 21 attached to the
transmission line. The standoff 21 is formed by the basic elements of the invention 1 including the inner tube 2 which
is surrounded by an external protecting tube 3 having sheds 4 and flanges 13 at axial ends for interfacing with conductive
(typically metallic) elements such as stand 5, which happens to also support the invention 1 in this case. The EFS(s)
output(s) is(are) used to deduce the voltage on the transmission line. Since the EFS output depends on the electric
field the standoff structure 21 must be modified in such a way so as to reduce the coupling effects of other HV trans-
mission lines and any other structures in the vicinity.
[0061] Using the invention, systems may be designed to measure any reasonable voltage. The economic (and safety)
benefits, i.e. practical range of usage, will be at higher voltages in the several-thousand-volt ranges.
[0062] The quasistatic electromagnetic field that exists in any space containing at least one electrical source can be
approximately represented by a network of nodes locally interconnected through passive circuit elements, including
capacitances, inductances, and conductances, and at least one equivalent current or voltage source (See D. M. Pozar,
Microwave Engineering, Addison-Wesley, 1990 for details). Each node represents a point in space and is connected
to other nodes that represent neighboring points in space. The voltage on each node represents the electric potential
at the respective point in space.
[0063] The model given in Figure 3, while simplistic, is helpful in conceptually describing certain features of the
admittance shielding concept. As shown in Figure 3, the standoff 21 can be approximately modeled as a lumped linear
admittance network of N stacked units. Each unit has a central self-admittance Yc, a center-to-isolating-section admit-
tance Yci, an isolating-section self-admittance Yi, an intemal-to-external coupling admittance Yie, an external self-ad-
mittance Yp, a ground admittance Yg, a line admittance Y1, and an external line and source admittance Ys. An EFS e.
g. IOPC is physically located inside the isolating-section 2 and in effect locally measures the gradient of the electric
potential distribution that exists along the center of the isolating-section 2 and that is represented by the voltages of
the internal unit nodes connecting the central self-admittances Yc. The self-admittance Y of the isolating-section 2 is
known to be a function of the N self-admittances Yi.
[0064] In Figure 3 the standoff 21 is viewed as a composition of individual vertically stacked units. Yc represents the
self-admittance of a region of space along the center of a unit, and since this region is typically occupied by air, Yc is
primarily capacitive. Yi represents the self-admittance of the section of material of the isolating-section 2 in a unit Yp
represents the self-admittance of the section of external tube 3 material, shed 4 material, and possibly existing con-
taminant material in a unit. Depending on each of these materials, each of the associated admittances (Yc, Yi, Yp) is
a conductance, a capacitance, an inductance, or a combination of these. Yci represents the coupling between the
region of space along the center of a unit and the isolating-section 2 in that unit. Yie represents the coupling between
the isolating-section 2 in a unit and the external tube 3, sheds 4, and possibly existing contaminants in that unit. Yg,
Y1, and Ys represent the coupling between the external tube 3, sheds 4 and possibly existing contaminants in a unit
and ground, the high-voltage line being measured, and other lines or sources having an effective value of V', respec-
tively. Yci, Yie, Yg, Y1, and Ys are primarily capacitances (air coupling). Also, except for very high frequencies, the
inductances mentioned above are negligibly small.
[0065] For example, in order to use one EFS to measure the line voltage, a fixed one-to-one relationship between
the voltage distribution at the EFS location and the line voltage must be achieved. This can be done by ensuring that
the magnitudes of isolating-section self-admittances Yi are much greater than those of any other admittances that may
be variable, e.g., external admittances Yp, Yg, and Y1. In this case the current from line to ground is primarily confined
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to the internal branches of the units with any changes in the other admittances having negligible impact on the internal
current distribution. It follows that the central voltage distribution also remains unchanged due to external admittance
changes, and the one-to-one relationship between the measurement of the voltage gradient made by the EFS and the
line voltage stays fixed. Changes in Yg, Y1, and Ys are primarily capacitive and represent changes in locations and
shapes of external electrical structures e.g. transmission buses, transformers, and atmosphere while changes in Yp
are primarily conductive and represent changes in the conditions of shed surfaces due to the introduction of water, ice,
and other contaminants. Lowering the magnitudes of internal-to-extemal coupling admittances Yie which are primarily
capacitive improves electrical isolation of the internal field distribution from external contaminants and can be accom-
plished by increasing the outer diameter of the external tube 3 and/or by decreasing the outer diameter do of the inner
tube 2.
[0066] In accordance with the lumped admittance model, Y can be increased in magnitude to improve isolation and
reduce external coupling effects in the region. Five parameters of the isolating-section 2 can be varied to increase the
magnitude of admittance Y:

(1) the length L,
(2) the cross-sectional area A,
(3) the conductivity σ,
(4) the relative permittivity ε,
(5) the relative permeability µ.

[0067] Generally for any isolating-section 2 consisting of a material of fixed electrical properties a shorter length L
and/or greater cross-sectional area A of the isolating-section 2 (see Figures 1 and 2) gives a smaller impedance and
therefore a larger Y. Also, generally for any isolating-section 2 of fixed geometry a higher conductivity σ, higher per-
mittivity ε, and/or lower permeability µ, of the isolating-section 2 gives a larger Y. In practice, varying σ as taught by
the present invention allows great flexibility in achieving a desired Y. Still, the choice of values of parameters (1) through
(5) depends on considerations such as the accuracy and safety requirements for the voltage sensor. Also, in accordance
with the lumped admittance model and in order to reduce Vies, the high admittance material of the isolating-section 2
should be more centrally confined improving isolation of the field in the center from stray field effects.
[0068] The proper design procedure involves modeling the voltage sensor column, considering the restrictions pro-
vided under various relevant standards (such as those mentioned above), considering the accuracy requirements, and
considering the availability of proper materials, their electrical properties, weight, heat generation and dissipation, and
cost to provide an economical, accurate (for the intended application), and safe voltage sensor.

Examples - EFSVT Test Simulations

[0069] In the following example, the performance of an EFSVT standoff (particularly the isolating-section 2 of the
standoff 21) is described and evaluated by simulation. The EFSVT structure is shown in Figure 2.
[0070] The particular standoff to be analyzed has a height Lc = 2245 mm and is supported on a grounded stand with
height Ls = 2 m and diameter ds = 400 mm. Also, it has a corona ring with inner diameter 539 mm and outer diameter
671 mm at the base of the top electrode. There are 45 rubber sheds; an outer fiberglass tube with inner diameter 300
mm and outer diameter 312 mm; an inner isolating-section 2, a tube with inner diameter di = 198 mm and outer diameter
do = 206 mm; and an electrode-to-electrode spacing L = 2070 mm. Here, various EFSVT examples are given having
different inner tube resistances of infinity, 1012, 109, 108, 53107, and 106 Ω. The relative permittivities of the inner and
outer tubes are 5 and the relative permittivity of the surrounding medium is 1 (air). These resistances correspond to
conductances of zero, 1 pS, 1 nS, 10 nS, 20 nS, and 1 µS, respectively. In all examples, a single EFS that measures
the component Ex of the electric field that is parallel to the axis of the isolating-section at a point in space is assumed
to be located halfway between the top and bottom electrodes on the center axis.
[0071] For a voltage applied to each EFSVT, the electric field E around the standoff is computed using the finite
element method.
[0072] Test simulations are set up to measure the performance of the EFSVT designs in different environments. The
VT is used to measure the voltage between the top and bottom electrodes with the bottom electrode taken as the
reference. The applied voltage is sinusoidal with a frequency of 60 Hertz. The voltage phase is arbitrarily chosen as
the reference for the phase information given in these examples (see Tables).
[0073] In the first case, a layer of water resting on the sheds and having a uniform thickness of 0.25 mm is simulated
for each EFSVT with varying degrees of water contamination represented by resistivities of 108 Ω-cm, 105 Ω-cm, and
100 Ω-cm. This case is simulated for isolating-section resistances of ∞, 1012, 109, 108, 5 3 107, and 106 Ω.
[0074] In the second case, by removing the portion of the water layer in Case 1 covering the top five sheds (Shed
#41 through Shed #45 counting from the bottom), dryband conditions near the top of the standoff are simulated for
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each EFSVT with varying levels of water contamination represented by resistivities of 108 Ω-cm, 105 Ω-cm, and 100
Ω-cm. In the third case, by removing the portion of the water layer in Case 1 covering Shed #12 through Shed #16,
dryband conditions near the lower end of the standoff are simulated for each EFSVT with varying degrees of water
contamination represented by resistivities of 108 Ω-cm, 105 Ω-cm, and 100 Ω-cm. These two cases are simulated for
isolating-section resistances of infinite resistance, 100 MΩ, and 50 MΩ.
[0075] Since the frequency is fixed at a single frequency of 60 Hertz for all of these cases, the measured or determined
voltage Vd can be represented by an amplitude and a phase. Though in general the output of the VT gives an instan-
taneous reading of voltage continuously in time.
[0076] Generally speaking, for a linear medium, where the electrical properties of the medium are not functions of
electric field E, if the voltage sources influencing the medium are temporally sinusoidal with one frequency, each com-
ponent of E is temporally sinusoidal with the same frequency. So, Ex is sinusoidal with a frequency of 60 Hz and can
also be represented by a magnitude and phase.
[0077] Generally, the voltage measured Vd can be determined from the EFS outputs with

where Ex,i is the output of the ith EFS, Ci is the calibration constant and/or gain factor of the ith EFS, and n is the total
number of EFSs, as is described in the above referred to Jaeger et al. application. For the examples, this expression
simplifies to

where C is a calibration constant having a magnitude component and a phase component. Also, the error between
the actual voltage V applied and the voltage measured Vd will be expressed in terms of an amplitude error and a phase
error.
[0078] It should be noted that the magnitude of C is a constant of proportionality and is determined based on the
applied voltage that is to be measured; in the case examples, we are looking for normalized or percentage errors and
we are not concerned with the actual voltage class. Also, the percentage errors given are relative to (percentage of)
the amplitude of the applied voltage signal.
[0079] Table 1 shows results for the Case 1 simulations. It can be observed from these results that generally as the
isolating-section resistance decreases, the amplitude error incurred by the presence of the uniform layer of water
resting on the sheds decreases significantly. The phase error also decreases as the isolating-section resistance de-
creases for isolating-section resistances below 1 GΩ i.e. for isolating-section conductances greater than 1 nS.
[0080] Table 2 and Table 3 show results for Case 2 and Case 3, respectively. Also, test simulations here focus on
inner tube resistances of 50 MΩ and 100 MΩ since they are in the range of the lowest allowable resistance values for
practical high-voltage applications for 230 kV class voltage transducers. The effect of dryband conditions are studied
here since these are expected to be practically some of the worst-case scenarios in terms of the effects of external
causes that disturb the electric field inside the isolating-section. Again, greatly reduced errors in phase and amplitude
due to a decreased isolating-section resistance is evident in the tables.
[0081] For all of the above cases, it should be noted that having a uniform layer of contaminated water with a thickness
of 0.25 mm and a resistance of 100 Ω-cm is a very extreme case intended to simulate a scenario that is significantly
worse than most real scenarios.

Table 1.

EFSVT Simulation Results for Total Uniform Water Deposit.

Inner tube resistance (MΩ) Water resistivity (MΩ -cm) Amplitude error in % Phase error in minutes

∞ 100 -0.65 0.99

1000000 100 -0.60 0.85

1000 100 1.30 -4.62

Vd = C Ex ,
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Table 1. (continued)

EFSVT Simulation Results for Total Uniform Water Deposit.

Inner tube resistance (MΩ) Water resistivity (MΩ -cm) Amplitude error in % Phase error in minutes

100 100 0.04 6.85

50 100 0.01 3.50

1 100 0.00 0.07

∞ 0.1 -11.51 677.91

1000000 0.1 -11.17 664.51

1000 0.1 -7.99 -45.09

100 0.1 -0.55 9.57

50 0.1 -0.30 5.70

1 0.1 -0.01 0.13

∞ 0.0001 -82.10 4.57

1000000 0.0001 -80.64 2.69

1000 0.0001 -31.06 -1057.18

100 0.0001 -0.62 -190.01

50 0.0001 -0.17 -96.19

1 0.0001 0.00 -1.93

Table 2.

EFSVT Simulation Results for Uniform Water Deposit and Upper Dryband.

Inner tube resistance (MΩ) Water resistivity (MΩ -cm) Amplitude error in % Phase error in minutes

∞ 100 0.07 0.14

100 100 0.04 8.02

50 100 0.01 4.06

∞ 0.1 -6.10 113.34

100 0.1 0.53 14.61

50 0.1 0.23 7.80

∞ 0.0001 97.58 -5320.43

100 0.0001 5.95 1282.49

50 0.0001 2.23 649.49

Table 3.

EFSVT Simulation Results for Uniform Water Deposit and Lower Dryband.

Inner tube resistance (MΩ) Water resistivity (MΩ -cm) Amplitude error in % Phase error in minutes

∞ 100 -0.23 0.53

100 100 0.06 8.95

50 100 0.02 4.62
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[0082] The above cases and Tables are showing a situation where one EFS sensor is used together with RS for
measuring voltage. It is evident from the description given in this application that when using multiple EFSs, e.g., as
described in the Jaeger et al. application, for determining said voltage difference, resistive shielding can further improve
accuracy by its electric field distribution smoothing effect, see Figure 4 for example, so that when methods such as
those described in the Jaeger et al application are used, the effect of external influences on the voltage difference
determined is further reduced. For example, the simplified model given in Figure 3 can be used to show that when Yi
is relatively large, e.g., when significant resistive shielding is present, the effect of external influences on the electric
field distribution inside the resistive shield, i.e., column center, is smaller as compared to when Yi is relatively small.
[0083] Having described the invention modifications will be evident to those skilled in the art without departing from
the scope of the invention as defined in the appended independent claims.

Claims

1. An apparatus (1) for measuring voltage in a high-voltage environment comprising:

an electrically isolating section (2);
a pair of spaced apart conductors respectively coupled to first and second terminals (8, 10) between which a
voltage difference V is to be determined, a first one of said conductors being at a first end of said isolating
section and a second one of said conductors (10) being at the second end of said isolating section remote
from said first end, said ends being adapted to be electrically connected to said first and second terminals
respectively;
at least one electric field sensor (6) which senses electric field at at least one location within or in proximity to
said isolating section; and
a detector (12) for determining a value Vd for said voltage difference V based on said electric field sensed by
said at least one electric field sensor;
the isolating section (2) having a selected electrical resistance characteristic so as to provide sufficient shield-
ing to said at least one location so as to reduce any error in Vd that would otherwise arise in the absence of
said isolating section due to any external electric field interference sources.

2. The apparatus of claim 1 in which the selected resistance characteristic of the isolating section (2) is such that it
has a resistance per unit length in the range between 25 GΩ/m and 50 kΩ/m between said pair of spaced con-
ductors.

3. The apparatus of claim 1 in which the selected resistance characteristic of the isolating section (2) is such that it
has a resistance in the range between 25 GΩ and 50 kΩ between said pair of spaced conductors.

4. The apparatus of claim 2 in which the selected resistance characteristic of the isolating section (2) is such that it
has a resistance per unit length in the range between 1 GΩ/m and 500 kΩ/m between said pair of spaced con-
ductors.

5. The apparatus of any preceding claim wherein the selected resistance characteristic of the isolating section (2) is
such as to reduce any error in Vd to less than 25% of the error that would otherwise arise in the absence of said
isolating section.

Table 3. (continued)

EFSVT Simulation Results for Uniform Water Deposit and Lower Dryband.

Inner tube resistance (MΩ) Water resistivity (MΩ -cm) Amplitude error in % Phase error in minutes

∞ 0.1 -9.18 383.81

100 0.1 -0.21 18.74

50 0.1 -0.14 10.59

∞ 0.0001 86.08 -557.53

100 0.0001 -7.73 -395.75

50 0.0001 -2.80 -251.99
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6. The apparatus of claim 5 wherein the selected resistance characteristic of the isolating section (2) is such as to
reduce any error in Vd to less than 6% of the error that would otherwise arise in the absence of said isolating section.

7. The apparatus of claim 6 wherein the selected resistance characteristic of the isolating section (2) is such as to
reduce any error in Vd to less than 1% of the error that would otherwise arise in the absence of said isolating section.

8. The apparatus of claim 7 wherein the selected resistance characteristic of the isolating section (2) is such as to
reduce any error in Vd to less than 0.3% of the error that would otherwise arise in the absence of said isolating
section.

9. The apparatus of any preceding claim in which said isolating section (2) is hollow.

10. The apparatus of any preceding claim in which the isolating section (2) is made from polyethylene doped with
carbon black.

11. The apparatus of any preceding claim further comprising a protective sleeve (3) for protecting said isolating/section
(2) from the environment.

12. The apparatus of any preceding claim in which said electric field sensor (6) is an optical electric field sensor.

13. The apparatus of claim 9 wherein the isolating section (2) is a hollow tubular resistor, and the at least one electric
field sensor (6) is within said hollow tubular resistor.

14. The apparatus of claim 1 further including a hollow insulator column for supporting said first and second terminals
(8, 10), said isolating section (2) and said at least one electric field sensor (6) being located within said hollow
insulator column.

15. The apparatus of claim 14 in which the isolating section (2) comprises a resistive coating on a surface of said
hollow insulator column.

16. The apparatus of any preceding claim further including a plurality of said electric field sensors (6) positioned in the
isolating section (2) between said first and second spaced conductors, wherein said detector (12) determines said
value, Vd, representative of the voltage V between said first and second spaced apart conductors as a function of
said electric field output signal associated with each of said plurality of electric field sensors.

17. The apparatus of claim 12 wherein each of said at least one optical electric field sensors (6) is coupled to said
detector (12) via an optical fibre (11).

18. The apparatus of claim 12 further including a plurality of said optical electric field sensors coupled to the detector
(12) so that the output of each optical sensor may be separately determined and subsequently combined with
other sensor measurements to determine said voltage difference value Vd.

19. The apparatus of claim 12 further including a plurality of said optical electric field sensors coupled to the detector
(12) in series so that a combination of electric field measurements happens physically by way of light passing
through each sensor in series to determine said voltage difference value Vd.

20. The apparatus of claim 19 in which each of the plurality of optical electric field sensors vary in sensitivity.

21. A method of measuring in a high-voltage environment a voltage difference V between first and second spaced
apart conductors respectively coupled to first and second terminals (8, 10), comprising the steps of:

providing an electrically isolating section between said first and second spaced apart conductors, the ends of
said isolating section being adapted to be electrically connected to said first and second terminals respectively;
spatially positioning at least one electric field sensor (6) which senses electric field at at least one location
between the first and second conductors and within or in proximity to said isolating section; and
determining a value Vd for said voltage difference V based on said electric field sensed by said at least one
electric field sensor using a detector ( 1 2);
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wherein the isolating section (2) is provided to have a selected electrical resistance characteristic so as to
provide sufficient shielding to said at least one location so as to reduce any error in Vd that would otherwise arise
in the absence of said isolating section due to any external electric field sources.

22. The method of claim 21 in which said value of Vd is determined using an optical sensor.

23. The method of claim 21 in which the isolating section is provided as a hollow tubular resistor, and the electric field
sensor is positioned within the isolating section.

Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung (1) zum Messen von Spannung in einer Hochspannungsumgebung mit:

einem elektrisch isolierenden Bereich (2);
einem Paar von voneinander beabstandeten Leitern, die an einen ersten bzw. zweiten Anschluss (8, 10) an-
geschlossen sind, zwischen welchen eine Spannungsdifferenz V zu bestimmen ist, wobei sich ein erster der
Leiter an dem ersten Ende des isolierenden Bereichs und ein zweiter der Leiter (10) entfernt von dem ersten
Ende an dem zweiten Ende des isolierenden Bereichs befindet, wobei die Enden vorgesehen sind, elektrisch
mit dem ersten bzw. zweiten Anschluss verbunden zu werden;
mindestens einem elektrischen Feldsensor (6), der elektrisches Feld an mindestens einem Ort innerhalb oder
in der Nähe des isolierenden Bereichs erfasst; und
einem Detektor (12) zum Bestimmten eines Werts Vd für die Spannungsdifferenz V basierend auf dem elek-
trischen Feld, das von dem mindestens einen elektrischen Feldsensor erfasst wird;

wobei der isolierende Bereich (2) eine ausgewählte elektrische Widerstandscharakteristik aufweist, so dass
er eine ausreichende Abschirmung für den mindestens einen Ort darstellt, um so jeglichen Fehler bei Vd zu redu-
zieren, der anderenfalls in der Abwesenheit des isolierenden Bereichs aufgrund jeglicher externer elektrischer.
Feldstörquellen auftreten würde.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, bei der die ausgewählte Widerstandscharakteristik des isolierenden Bereichs (2)
derart ist, dass sie einen Widerstand pro Längeneinheit in dem Bereich zwischen 25 GΩ/m und 50 kΩ/m zwischen
dem Paar von einander beabstandeten Leitern aufweist.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, bei der die ausgewählte Widerstandscharakteristik des isolierenden Bereichs (2)
derart ist, dass sie einen Widerstand in dem Bereich zwischen 25 GΩ und 50 kΩ zwischen dem Paar von vonein-
ander beabstandeten Leitern aufweist.

4. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, bei der die ausgewählte Widerstandscharakteristik des isolierenden Bereichs (2)
derart ist, dass sie einen Widerstand pro Längeneinheit in dem Bereich zwischen 1 GΩ/m und 500 kΩ/m zwischen
dem Paar von voneinander beabstandeten Leitern aufweist.

5. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, wobei die ausgewählte Widerstandscharakteristik des
isolierenden Bereichs (2) derart ist, dass sie jeglichen Fehler bei Vd auf weniger als 25 % des Fehlers reduziert,
der anderenfalls in der Abwesenheit des isolierenden Bereichs auftreten würde.

6. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 5, wobei die ausgewählte Widerstandscharakteristik des isolierenden Materials (2)
derart ist, dass sie jeglichen Fehler bei Vd auf weniger als 6 % des Fehlers reduziert, der anderenfalls in der
Abwesenheit des isolierenden Bereichs auftreten würde.

7. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 6, wobei die ausgewählte Widerstandscharakteristik des isolierenden Bereichs (2)
derart ist, dass sie jeglichen Fehler bei Vd auf weniger als 1% des Fehlers reduziert, der anderenfalls in der Ab-
wesenheit des isolierenden Bereichs auftreten würde.

8. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 7, wobei die ausgewählte Widerstandscharakteristik des isolierenden Bereichs (2)
derart ist, dass sie jeglichen Fehler bei Vd auf weniger als 0,3 % des Fehlers reduziert, der anderenfalls in der
Abwesenheit des isolierenden Bereichs auftreten würde.
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9. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, bei der der isolierende Bereich (2) hohl ist.

10. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, bei der der isolierende Bereich (2) aus einem mit Koh-
lenstoffschwarz dotierten Polyethylen besteht.

11. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, die weiterhin eine Schutzhülse (3) zum Schützen des
isolierenden Bereichs (2) gegenüber der Umgebung aufweist.

12. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, wobei der elektrische Feldsensor (6) ein optischer elek-
trischer Feldsensor ist.

13. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 9, wobei der isolierende Bereich (2) ein hohler Rohrwiderstand ist und wobei der min-
destens eine elektrische Feldsensor (6) innerhalb des hohlen Rohrwiderstands angeordnet ist.

14. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, die weiterhin eine hohle Isolatorsäure zum Abstützen des ersten und zweiten An-
schlusses (8, 10) aufweist, wobei der isolierende Bereich (2) und der mindestens eine elektrische Feldsensor (6)
innerhalb der hohlen Isolatorsäule angeordnet sind.

15. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 14, bei der der isolierende Bereich (2) eine Widerstandsbeschichtung auf einer Ober-
fläche der hohlen Isolatorsäure aufweist.

16. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, die weiterhin eine Mehrzahl der elektrischen Feldsenso-
ren (6) umfasst, die in dem isolierenden Bereich (2) zwischen den ersten und dem zweiten voneinander beabstan-
deten Leitern angeordnet sind, wobei der Detektor (12) den Wert Vd, der die Spannung V zwischen den ersten
und dem zweiten voneinander beabstandeten Leitern anzeigt, als Funktion des elektrischen Feldausgangssignals
bestimmt, das mit jedem der Mehrzahl von elektrischen Feldsensoren verbunden ist.

17. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 12, wobei jeder der optischen elektrischen Feldsensoren (6) über eine optische Faser
(11) an den Detektor (12) angeschlossen ist.

18. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 12, die weiterhin eine Mehrzahl der optischen elektrischen Feldsensoren umfasst, die
so an den Detektor (12) angeschlossen sind, dass die Ausgabe jedes optischen Sensors separat bestimmt und
anschließend mit anderen Sensormessungen kombiniert werden kann, um den Spannungsdifferenzwert Vd zu
bestimmen.

19. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 12, die weiterhin eine Mehrzahl der optischen elektrischen Feldsensoren umfasst, die
so in Reihe an den Detektor (12) angeschlossen sind, dass eine Kombination der elektrischen Feldmessungen
physikalisch erfolgt, indem Licht in Reihe durch jeden Sensor hindurch tritt, um den Spannungsdifferenzwert Vd
zu bestimmen.

20. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 19, wobei jeder der Mehrzahl von optischen elektrischen Feldsensoren in seiner Emp-
findlichkeit variiert.

21. Verfahren zum Messen einer Spannungsdifferenz V zwischen ersten und zweiten voneinander beabstandeten
Leitern, die an einen ersten bzw. einen zweiten Anschluss (8, 10) angeschlossen sind, in einer Hochspannungs-
umgebung, mit den Schritten:

Bereitstellen eines elektrisch isolierenden Bereichs zwischen den ersten und zweiten voneinander beabstan-
deten Leitern;
räumliches Anordnen mindestens einen elektrischen Feldsensors (6), der elektrisches Feld erfasst, an min-
destens einem Ort zwischen dem ersten und dem zweiten Leiter und innerhalb oder in der Nähe des isolie-
renden Bereichs; und
Bestimmen eines Werts Vd für die Spannungsdifferenz V basierend auf dem elektrischen Feld, das von dem
mindestens einen elektrischen Feldsensor erfasst wird, unter Verwendung eines Detektors (1);

wobei der isolierende Bereich (2) so vorgesehen ist, dass er eine ausgewählte elektrische Widerstandscha-
rakteristik aufweist, so dass er ausreichende Abschirmung für den mindestens einen Ort bereitstellt, so dass jeg-
licher Fehler bei Vd reduziert wird, der anderenfalls in der Abwesenheit des isolierenden Bereichs aufgrund jegli-
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cher externer elektrischen Feldquellen auftreten würde.

22. Verfahren nach Anspruch 21, bei dem der Wert von Vd unter Verwendung eines optischen Sensors bestimmt wird.

23. Verfahren nach Anspruch 21, bei dem der isolierende Bereich als ein hohler Rohrwiderstand bereitgestellt wird
und der elektrische Feldsensor innerhalb des isolierenden Bereichs angeordnet wird.

Revendications

1. Appareil (1) destiné à mesurer une tension dans un environnement à haute tension comprenant :

une section électriquement isolante (2) ;
une paire de conducteurs séparés, respectivement couplés à une première et à une seconde borne, (8, 10)
entre lesquels une différence de tension V doit être déterminée, un premier desdits conducteurs (8) étant situé
à une première extrémité de ladite section isolante et un second desdits conducteurs (10) étant situé à la
seconde extrémité de ladite section isolante à distance de ladite première extrémité, lesdites extrémités étant
adaptées pour être en connexion électrique respectivement avec ladite première borne et avec ladite seconde
borne ;
au moins un capteur de champ électrique (6) qui capte un champ électrique à au moins un emplacement à
l'intérieur ou à proximité de ladite section isolante ; et
un détecteur (12) destiné à déterminer une valeur Vd pour ladite différence de tension V sur la base dudit
champ électrique capté par ledit au moins un capteur de champ électrique ;
la section isolante (2) ayant une caractéristique de résistance électrique sélectionnée de manière à fournir
une protection suffisante audit au moins un emplacement de manière à réduire toute erreur dans Vd qui pourrait
survenir autrement en l'absence de ladite section isolante en raison de toute source d'interférence de champ
électrique extérieur.

2. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la caractéristique de résistance sélectionnée de la section isolante
(2) est telle qu'elle a une résistance par unité de longueur qui se situe dans la plage de 25 GΩ / m à 50 kΩ / m
entre ladite paire de conducteurs séparés.

3. Appareil selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la caractéristique de résistance sélectionnée de la section isolante
(2) est telle qu'elle a une résistance qui se situe dans la plage de 25 GΩ à 50 kΩ entre ladite paire de conducteurs
séparés.

4. Appareil selon la revendication 2, dans lequel la caractéristique de résistance sélectionnée de la section isolante
(2) est telle qu'elle a une résistance par unité de longueur qui se situe dans la plage de 1 GΩ / m à 500 kΩ / m
entre ladite paire de conducteurs séparés.

5. Appareil selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la caractéristique de résistance
sélectionnée de la section isolante (2) est telle qu'elle permet de réduire toute erreur dans Vd à moins de 25 % de
l'erreur qui pourrait survenir autrement en l'absence de ladite section isolante.

6. Appareil selon la revendication 5, dans lequel la caractéristique de résistance sélectionnée de la section isolante
(2) est telle qu'elle permet de réduire toute erreur dans Vd à moins de 6 % de l'erreur qui pourrait survenir autrement
en l'absence de ladite section isolante.

7. Appareil selon la revendication 6, dans lequel la caractéristique de résistance sélectionnée de la section isolante
(2) est telle qu'elle permet de réduire toute erreur dans Vd à moins de 1 % de l'erreur qui pourrait survenir autrement
en l'absence de ladite section isolante.

8. Appareil selon la revendication 7, dans lequel la caractéristique de résistance sélectionnée de la section isolante
(2) est telle qu'elle permet de réduire toute erreur dans Vd à moins de 0,3 % de l'erreur qui pourrait survenir en
l'absence de ladite section isolante.

9. Appareil selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la section isolante (2) est creuse.
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10. Appareil selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la section isolante (2) se compose
de polyéthylène dopé au noir de carbone.

11. Appareil selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes comprenant en outre un manchon de protection
(3) destiné à protéger ladite section isolante (2) de son environnement.

12. Appareil selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes dans lequel ledit capteur de champ électrique
(6) est un capteur de champ électrique optique.

13. Appareil selon la revendication 9, dans lequel la section isolante (2) est une résistance tubulaire creuse, et le au
moins un capteur de champ électrique (6) est placé à l'intérieur de ladite résistance tubulaire creuse.

14. Appareil selon la revendication 1 comprenant en outre une colonne d'isolateurs creux destinée à supporter ladite
première et ladite seconde borne (8, 10), ladite section isolante (2) et ledit au moins un capteur de champ électrique
(6) étant placés à l'intérieur de ladite colonne d'isolateurs creux.

15. Appareil selon la revendication 14, dans lequel la section isolante (2) comprend un revêtement résistif sur une
surface de ladite colonne d'isolateurs creux.

16. Appareil selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes comprenant en outre une pluralité desdits cap-
teurs de champ électrique (6) positionnés dans la section isolante (2) entre lesdits premier et second conducteurs
séparés, dans lequel ledit détecteur (12) détermine ladite valeur Vd représentative de la tension V existant lesdits
premier et second conducteurs séparés en tant que fonction dudit signal de sortie de champ électrique associé à
chaque capteur de ladite pluralité de capteurs de champ électrique.

17. Appareil selon la revendication 12, dans lequel chacun desdits au moins un capteur de champ électrique (6) est
couplé audit détecteur (12) par l'intermédiaire d'une fibre optique (11).

18. Appareil selon la revendication 12 comprenant en outre une pluralité desdits capteurs de champ électrique optiques
couplés au détecteur (12) de sorte que la sortie de chaque capteur optique peut être déterminée séparément et
être ensuite combinée à d'autres mesures de capteur, afin de déterminer ladite valeur de différence de tension Vd.

19. Appareil selon la revendication 12 comprenant en outre une pluralité desdits capteurs de champ électrique optiques
couplés au détecteur (12) en série de sorte qu'une combinaison de mesures de champ électrique est produite
physiquement au moyen d'une lumière qui passe au travers de chaque capteur en série, afin de déterminer ladite
valeur de différence de tension Vd.

20. Appareil selon la revendication 19, dans lequel chaque capteur de la pluralité de capteurs de champ électrique
optiques a une sensibilité variable.

21. Procédé de mesure dans un environnement à haute tension d'une différence de tension V entre un premier et un
second conducteurs séparés, respectivement couplés à une première et à une seconde borne, (8, 10), comprenant
les étapes de :

fourniture d'une section électriquement isolante disposée entre lesdits premier et second conducteurs séparés,
les extrémités de ladite section isolante étant adaptées pour être en connexion électrique respectivement
avec ladite première borne et avec ladite seconde borne ;
positionnement dans l'espace d'au moins un capteur de champ électrique (6) qui capte un champ électrique
à au moins un emplacement entre le premier et le second conducteur, et à l'intérieur ou à proximité de ladite
section isolante ; et
détermination d'une valeur Vd pour ladite différence de tension V sur la base dudit champ électrique capté
par ledit au moins un capteur de champ électrique au moyen d'un détecteur (12) ;

dans lequel la section isolante (2) est aménagée de manière à avoir une caractéristique de résistance élec-
trique sélectionnée permettant de fournir une protection suffisante audit au moins un emplacement de manière à
réduire toute erreur dans Vd qui pourrait survenir autrement en l'absence de ladite section isolante en raison de
toute source d'interférence de champ électrique extérieur.
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22. Procédé selon la revendication 21, dans lequel ladite valeur de Vd est déterminée au moyen d'un capteur optique.

23. Procédé selon la revendication 21, dans lequel la section isolante est aménagée en tant que résistance tubulaire
creuse, et le capteur de champ électrique est positionné à l'intérieur de la section isolante.
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